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ABSTRACT

Multilocus test for nuclear introgression between Macaca mulatta and M fascicularis:
Evidence for gene flow in macaques

by

Laurie Sherie Stevison
Introgression due to hybridization is important for our understanding of species
divergence. In this study, we analyze potential introgression between Macaca mulatta
and M fascicularis using DNA sequences from 19 genes. While the putative
introgression between these species has been studied previously, it has not been analyzed
using nuclear loci from multiple chromosomes. Phylogenetic analyses of these genes
revealed shared variation at several of the loci. Neutrality tests indicated balancing
selection did not fully account for these shared polymorphisms. Testing the null model of
Isolation with Migration (IM) indicated interspecific gene flow caused the shared
variation, revealing significant gene flow from M mulatta into M fascicularis
(2Nm=l.23) and very limited gene flow from M fascicularis into M mulatta
(2Nm=0.07). This asyrtlmetry is consistent with previously reported differences in male
aggression between these species. Genome-enabled detection of hybridization in these
primates opens new avenues of research in genome evolution and speciation.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Introgression is the product of gene flow from one species to another as a result of
interspecific hybrid backcrosses to the parental species (Coyne and Orr 2004).

The

biological species concept (BSC), the defmition accepted most by scientists, does not
allow for gene exchange between species (Mayr 1942; Coyne and Orr 2004). The BSC
defines species as populations which are reproductively isolated from one another, often
due to a geographic barrier (Mayr 1942).

Therefore, reproductive isolation as a

mechanism for species maintenance is a long held tenet among evolutionary biologists
(Coyne and Orr 2004; Hey et al. 2005). Species that diverge in geographic isolation
(allopatrically derived species) are accordingly the focus of studies on divergence,
making accounts of reproductive isolation dominant in the field of speciation.
Interspecific hybridization and introgression challenge this concept of species as
discrete biological units (Hey 2006). Under the BSC, species that diverge with gene flow
are considered to be very rare. This expected rarity has now been called into question by
the accumulation of examples of hybridization and introgression. The mounting evidence
of hybridization as surprisingly common among a variety of closely related taxa is
irrefutable (Mallet 2005).

Research in these systems has provided scientists with

valuable insights into how mechanisms that maintain species and promote divergence
affect the genome.
Scarcity of hybridization has been attributed to lack of detectability based on the
use of indirect methods (Slatkin and Barton 1989).

Traditionally, identification of

hybrids has been difficult based on phenotype alone. This difficulty is attributed both to
the paucity of hybrids in the wild, and to the fact that introgression is not always apparent
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on the phenotypic level. To complicate matters further, intermediate phenotypes may
arise through mechanisms other than hybridization (Mallet 2005). Numerous instances of
contemporary genetic evidence of introgression confirm hybridization is frequently
occurring in the wild (Mallet 2005). The increase in DNA sequence availability together
with the development of population genetics methods and software have allowed for a
rapid increase in the last 20-30 years of studies investigating gene flow between species
(Excoffier and Heckel 2006; Hey 2006). As a result, there has been recent progress in the
development of examples of gene flow within plants and to a lesser extent in animals
(Hey 2006).
Evidence of gene flow requires first that species share some variation, in either
morphology or sequence. Shared variation can be the result of gene exchange or it can
represent ancestral polymorphism present prior to speciation that has remained in both
species. In the event that the shared variation is retained, this can be due to either recent
divergence or balancing selection acting to maintain the variation. These alternative
evolutionary scenarios make the inference of gene flow complex even with population
genetic methods incorporating multiple demographic parameters.
Recently diverged species share genetic variation that persists after their initial
split, making it difficult to distinguish this shared variation from authentic gene flow, as
explained by coalescent theory (Hey 2006).

By examining multiple loci, one can

distinguish gene flow from residual shared variation by comparing the divergence
between genes (Hey and Nielsen 2004). Species with little or no gene flow should have
genes with equivalent divergence whereas species exchanging genes will have variation
in divergence that are inconsistent with a null model of no gene flow.
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Balancing selection acts to maintain diversity of alleles in a population and
provides an important function in immune resistance. As a result, many genes involved
in immunity display evidence of balancing selection (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003).
Because neutral theory predicts that the level of polymorphism should be correlated to
the amount of divergence, a high level of polymorphism generated through balancing
selection leads to high estimates of divergence (lngvarsson 2004).

This increase in

divergence time estimates, can lead to the false inference of gene flow from evidence of
shared variation. Thus, it is important to know the function of genes, and whether they
show evidence of balancing selection, prior to analysis of gene flow.
Although most studies examining gene flow have focused ·on plants (Ellstrand et
al. 1999; Mallet 2005) Helianthus: (Heiser 1947); Lycopersicon: (Stadler et al. 2005);
Solanum: (Stadler et al. 1995), there are many studies which assess the prevalence of
hybridization and introgression within animals as well (Geraldes et al. 2006; Kronforst et
al. 2006; Lecis et al. 2006; Stein and Uy 2006; Verardi et al. 2006; Yaakub et al. 2006;
Munoz-Fuentes et al. 2007). A recent review of hybridization reported that up to 25% of
plant and 10% of animal species experience some level of gene flow with other species
(Mallet 2005). This disparity between plants and animals is expected due to the higher
toleration of ploidy level changes in plants (Comai 2000). Also, despite differences in
flowering time and pollinator variation, plants lack a direct behavioral component of
reproductive isolation that prevents many animal species from mating upon secondary
contact (Mallet 2005). Within studies on gene flow in animals, very few have focused on
primate species, our closest living relatives (Osada and Wu 2005; Won and Hey 2005;
Patterson et al. 2006). A better look into the origin of primate species offers insight on
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how reticulate evolution, as well as divergence, has shaped primate genomes (Arnold and
Meyer 2006). Further, studies on hybridization in primates have significant impacts in
our understanding of how Homo sapiens have evolved.
Here we characterize a putative case of introgression between two closely related
primate species within the genus Macaca. The macaque genus represents one of the
largest primate radiations with 19 closely related extant species (Abegg and Thierry
2002). Several studies have documented between-species mating within the macaque
genus. Examples of hybrids in macaques include M fascicu/aris and M nemestrina,
where hybrids have been observed in the wild with intermediate phenotypic
characteristics of the two species (Bernstein 1966). Multiple species hybridizations have
been characterized on the island of Sulawesi using microsatellite data (Watanabe et al.
1991; Bynum et al. 1997; Evans et al. 1999; Evans et al. 2001) and cranial morphology
(Schillaci et al. 2005). The prevalence of between-species hybridization in this genus
(Bernstein 1974; Bernstein and Gordon 1979; Blouch and Groves 1990; Thierry et al.
2004) make it an important model to our understanding of reticulate evolution in
primates.
The two species of interest in this study are the rhesus macaque (Macaca
mulatta), for which the whole genome has been recently released (Gibbs et al. 2007), and

the cynomolgus macaque (Macacafascicularis), which has also been studied extensively
in primate research centers throughout the world. Both species were also the focus of a
recent Expressed Sequence Tag (Esn survey of several macaque species (Magness et al.
2005).
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Both mating behavior and geographic distribution may promote hybridization
between these two species. In addition to M mulatta having a larger body size overall, it
has been suggested that males have a higher level of aggression relative to M
fascicularis, allowing males of M mulatta to acquire matings with females of M
fascicularis more easily than conspecifics (Tosi and Coke 2007). This produces a pattern
of unidirectional gene flow where M mulatta contributes genes toM fascicularis, but the
reverse does not occur (Tosi et al. 2002). In addition, these two species are currently
geographically adjacent (parapatric) across southern continental Asia (Figure 1).
However, until recently the Sunda Shelf had very low water levels allowing free
migration between continental and island Indochina (Abegg and Thierry 2002). The
region of putative introgression spans the northernmost part of the M fascicularis range,
from the part of Indonesia that is parapatric to M mulatta southward to the Isthmus of
Kra in Thailand (Tosi et al. 2002; see Figure 1: hatched region).

FIGURE 1. Map of current geographic distribution of M mulatta (black) and
M fascicularis (grey) (redrawn from Fooden 1980). The putative extent of
introgression in Indochina is highlighted by the hatched region between the two
species (redrawn from Tosi et al. 2007).
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Evidence of potential gene flow from M mulatto into M fascicularis first
stemmed from comparative insights from phylogenetic studies using both mitochondrial
and Y-chromosomal sequences (Tosi et al. 2002).

Phylogenetic analysis showed

potential Y-chromosomal introgression of M mulatto into M fascicularis in contrast to
the monophyletic pattern of the mitochondrial sequences (Tosi et al. 2003a). The authors
also hypothesized that Y-chromosomal gene flow is limited in its spread into the
geographic range of M fascicularis, suggesting recent secondary contact of these species
(Tosi et al. 2002). Despite the generation of nuclear phylogenies (Tosi et al. 2003b),
examination of introgression was limited to the Y-chromosome in this study.
Similarly, a study of immuno-histocompatibility (MHC) genes demonstrated
shared alleles between M mulatto and M fascicularis, providing potential evidence of
nuclear introgression (Doxiadis et al. 2006). However, the genes of the MHC have been
documented to be under strong balancing selection in many animal species (see Table 3).
This selection can act to artificially inflate estimates of gene flow, acting to mimic
genetic exchange between species. Due to their added variation in divergence time and
the bias towards detecting false gene flow, these genes are not useful in providing strong
support of gene flow.
Hamada et al. (2006) surveyed several phenotypic characteristics which supported
the hypothesis of introgression along this geographic gradient, although they chose a
population of M mulatto individuals within the potential hybrid zone to analyze rather
than a M fascicularis population (Hamada et al. 2006). Despite the evidence of potential
introgression between these macaque species, gene flow has not been analyzed using
neutral DNA sequences throughout the genome.
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In this study, we better characterize the putative case of gene flow between

Macaca mulatta and M fascicu/aris using DNA sequence from 19 genes (Table 2).
Included in our analysis are autosomal and X-linked loci, 14 of which have been taken
from previous studies available through GenBank and 5 of which we have sequenced for
this study. First, we determine if shared variation exists by constructing gene trees for
each locus.

Then, we test for balancing selection using Tajima's D, the Ewens-

Watterson-Slatkin method and a dN/dS ratio.

Finally, we exclude the possibility of

residual variation due to ancestral polymorphism by fitting our data to an 'isolation with
migration' model incorporated in the software program IM (Hey 2006). The additional
case of hybridization provided by this study can help provide further evidence of how
frequently introgressive hybridization occurs in primates. In addition, confirmation of
introgression as a genome-wide phenomenon between M mulatta and M fascicu/aris
opens up new avenues of research for study on these two species including the timescale
over which introgression has occurred and future studies on differential migration rates
between genes across the geographic range of Mfascicu/aris.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Specimens
For this study, 15 M mulatta and 15 M fascicularis samples were obtained.
Original geographic origin (where known), sex information, and genes sequenced in this
study are listed in Table 1. These samples were from the New England Primate Research
Center (NEPRC), the Oregon National Primate Research Center (ONPRC), and the New
Iberia Research Center (NIRC). M mulatta samples from NEPRC (courtesy of Greg
Miller, PhD) and ONPRC samples were received as concentrated DNA. M fascicularis
samples from NEPRC and NIRC samples were received as whole blood preserved in
EDT A buffer.

Whole blood DNA extraction of these samples was performed using

QIAamp DNA Blood Midi Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).

Locus Selection and DNA Sequencing
The intron-containing regions of one X-chromosomal and 4 autosomal loci were
PCR amplified from genomic DNA and sequenced. These nuclear loci were identified to
be divergent between M mulatta and M fascicu/aris based on an analysis of expressed
sequence tags (ESTs} (Magness et al. 2005). The biological functions of all genes are
listed in Table 3. These functions consisted of two serum/plasma proteins (a.fp, and ttr), a
microglobulin protein (b2m), an apoprotein (apoe) that binds to a receptor on the liver
and is known to be polymorphic in humans, and a membrane protein of the
mitochondrion (slc25a5), which serves as an ADP/ATP translocator (Michaelson et al.
1980; Robinson et al. 1981; Minghetti et al. 1985; Whitehouse et al. 1985; Ku et al. 1990;
Deknijff et al. 1994).
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TABLE 1. List of seecimens used to seguence additional genes in this stud~
Genes Sequenced
Sex afp aeoe b2m slc25a5 ttr
M ./ ./
./
./
./

Specimen
Source
Mf 16-00 NEPRC

Species
Geo8!:aehic origin
Macaca fascicularis Mauritius

Mf202-05

Macaca fascicularis Mauritius
Macaca fascicularis mixed breeding colony
Macaca fascicularis Indonesia?

M ./

./

M ./ ./

./

NEPRC

Mf492-99 NEPRC

M ./ ./

./

Mf51-06

NEPRC

Mf52-06

NEPRC

Macaca fascicularis Indonesia?

F ./ ./

./

Mfl.JLL1

NIRC-ULL 1

./

./

Mfl.JLL2

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown
Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

Mfl.JLL3

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

Mfl.JLL4

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicular is Unknown

./

./

Mfl.JLL5

NIRC-ULL 1

Mfl.JLL6

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown
Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

Mfl.JLL7

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

Mfl.JLL8

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

Mfl.JLL9

NIRC-ULL 1

./

MmULL6

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca fascicularis Unknown
Macaca fascicularis Unknown

./

./

17414

ONPRC

Macaca mulatta

India

M ./

mm182.92 NEPRC 2

Macaca mulatta

India

M

20330

ONPRC

Macaca mulatta

India

F

20580

ONPRC

Macaca mulatta

China

F

./

21693

ONPRC

Macaca mulatta

China

F ./ ./

mm228.99

NEPRC2

Macaca mulatta

India

M ./

23535

ONPRC

Macaca mulatta

China

F

mm288.02

NEPRC2

Macaca mu/atta

India

mm374.03

NEPRC2

India

mm425.01

NEPRC2

Macaca mulatta
Macaca mulatta

India

M

MmULLl

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca mulatta

Unknown

MmULL2

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca mulatta

MmULL3

NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca mulatta

MmULL4

NIRC-ULL 1

MmULL5

NIRC-ULL 1

18931

ONPRC

Macaca .fuscata

./
./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./
./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

M ./ ./

./

./

./

M ./ ./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

./

Unknown

./

./

./

./

./

Unknown

./

./

./

./

./

Macaca mulatta

Unknown

./

./

./

./

./

Macaca mulatta

Unknown

./

./

./

./

./

Unknown

M

Unknown

M

21278

ONPRC
MassULLl NIRC-ULL 1
MassULL2 NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca .fuscata
Macaca assamensis Unknown
Macaca assamensis Unknown

MassULL3 NIRC-ULL 1
MassULL4 NIRC-ULL 1

Macaca assamensis Unknown
Macaca assamensis Unknown

I -Courtesy ofThomas J. Rowell, D.V.M. and Dana Hasselschwert, D.V.M.
2-Courtesy of Greg Miller, PhD

./
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Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers for all loci were designed using
sequence from the M mu/atta genome (Gibbs et al. 2007) by accessing the Ensembl
genome browser (Hubbard et al. 2007). Primers were chosen in coding regions flanking
introns approximately 1 kilobase in length (Appendix A). Sample DNA was amplified
for each locus in 10 f.tl reaction volumes using a touch-down thermal cycling profile
consisting of an initial denaturation of 94°C for 2 min followed by 94°C for 30 sec, 65°C
for 30 sec, 72°C for 1 min for 15 cycles with a reduction in annealing temperature of
1°C/cycle, followed by 25 cycles at an annealing temperature of 50°C and a final
elongation at 72°C for 4 min.
PCR products were cleaned using ExoSAP-IT (USB). All PCR products were
sequenced in both directions by SeqWright (Houston, TX). Chromatograms were
assembled and edited in Lasergene SeqMan 7.0 (DNASTAR, Inc.), and exported to
BioEdit (Hall 1999) for generation of consensus of forward and reverse sequences, and
for further analyses. For sequences with mixed bases, haplotypes were reconstructed
using PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens and Donnelly 2003) to allow for further
analysis. Sequences will be deposited in GenBank upon publication.

GenBank Samples
In addition to the five loci sequenced for this study, sequences for 14 loci
included in this study were taken from GenBank. According to Felsenstein (2006), a
minimum of eight haplotypes for at least one of the species of interest should be more
than adequate for this type of analysis. Sequences were edited using BioEdit 7.0 (Hall
1999) and sequences were aligned using Clustal X 1.8 (Higgins and Sharp 1988)
incorporated into the BioEdit software. For sequences with mixed bases, haplotypes
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were reconstructed using PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001; Stephens and Donnelly
2003).
Four of the loci in this dataset (mtDNA, nry, irbp, c4) were sequenced by the same
group as the initial findings of introgression (Tosi et al. 2003b). Three additional loci

(rlc2, cc/2, 3kgg) are included in another dataset (Wright et al., unpublished data). All
other loci (abo, nbpf, nrampl, dpbl, mhcg, mhca, ccr5) come from unique studies and are
independent datasets (Chen et al. 1997; Edinger et al. 1997; Marcon et al. 1997; Doxiadis
et al. 1998; Deinard and Smith 2001; Kunstman et al. 2003; Vandepoele et al. 2005;
Doxiadis et al. 2006; Weiler et al. 2006). The functions of these genes, chromosomal
location, number of haplotypes per species, aligned sequence length, accession numbers,
and sample type (wild vs. primate center) are listed in Table 2.

Phylogenetic Analysis
Gene genealogies were estimated for each locus using neighbor-joining, a
distance-based method of phylogenetic reconstruction. Trees were constructed in MEGA
3.1 (Kumar et al. 2004) based on pairwise sequence comparisons with gaps excluded in
pairwise. Support for each node was determined by 1000 bootstrap replicates.

Testing for Selective Neutrality
To meet the assumption of selective neutrality and to determining whether any
loci were under balancing selection in either species, we employed three methods to test
for the signature of selection. In addition to performing statistical tests to determine the
action of balancing selection, we also noted the biological function of each gene as well
as report other species where balancing selection in each gene has been determined.
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dN/dS ratio - A ratio of the nonsynonymous substitution rate to the synonymous
substitution rate can be an important indicator of selection (Hill and Hastie 1987; Yang
and Nielsen 2000). Under the assumption that all substitutions are neutral, this ratio
should be near one, with either substitution being equally likely.

However when a

protein is under positive selection, the rate of nonsynonymous substitutions is expected to
be greater than the rate of synonymous replacements.

Here, the dN/dS ratio was

calculated for each gene by extracting the full coding sequence for Homo sapiens and
Macaca mulatta from the whole genome in the Ensembl browser (Hubbard et al. 2007).

As the Y-chromosome is not available for M mulatta, the coding region of one individual
from the M mulatta individuals was aligned with human sequence and only the coding
regions were analyzed. The dN/dS ratio of these two sequences was calculated in DnaSP
(Rozas et al. 2003).

Tajima's D- To infer balancing selection acting on a long time scale, Tajima's D
was calculated in both species (Tajima 1989) using Arlequin 3.0 (Excoffier et al. 2005).
Assuming the infinite sites model, Tajima's Dis calculated by the difference between the
pairwise differences among sequences in a dataset and the number of segregating sites
normalized by the standard deviation of this difference. A significantly positive D value
indicates balancing selection or strong population subdivision while a significantly
negative value could be the result of a selective sweep or population growth (Tajima
1989).

Ewens-Watterson-Slatkin Exact Method- To test for balancing selection in the
recent past, we use the Ewens-Watterson-Slatkin method (Ewens 1972; Watterson 1978;
Slatkin 1994), which uses Ewen's allele distribution formula to calculate expected
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homozygosity (F), assuming the infinite alleles model (Watterson 1978). The expected
and observed F values were calculated in Arlequin 3.0 (Excoffier et al. 2005) and the
difference of these values along with p-value calculated according to Slatkin (1994) was
recorded. Significantly lower than expected homozygosity, allowing for the maintenance
of alleles through heterozygosity, suggests balancing selection or a recent bottleneck.
Higher homozygosity, where a single allele exhibits dominance, suggests a selective
sweep (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003).

1M analysis
The IM program is an implementation of an 'isolation with migration' model
(Nielsen and Wakeley 2001; Hey and Nielsen 2004; Won and Hey 2005). This null
model simulates an allopatrically derived population with no gene flow where all shared
variation is explained in a coalescent framework.

The simulation is used to

concomitantly infer six demographic parameters from DNA sequences from two
populations including: population size estimates for the input species and their common
ancestor (Nei. Ne2, NeA), two migration estimates for gene flow in both directions (mt,
m2), and time since divergence (t). This model is implemented in the isolation with
migration {IM) program, which uses a bayesian framework to estimate these six
demographic parameters using a Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation. By analyzing the
posterior probability output of these parameters, each of the demographic parameters of

M mulatta and M fascicularis is estimated.
To analyze the amount and direction of introgression between the species, we
entered the combined DNA sequence dataset into the isolation with migration model
implemented by the program IM (Nielsen and Wakeley 2001; Hey and Nielsen 2004;
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Won and Hey 2005). Because IM does not analyze gap data, the editing process included
removing gaps in the alignments (Hey and Nielsen 2004). To meet the assumptions of
neutrality and no recombination incorporated into IM, aligned sequences were analyzed
using DnaSP 4.0 (Rozas et al. 2003) for neutrality within species (Tajima 1989). The
minimum number of recombination events for each species was calculated using the fourgamete test (Hudson 1985; Hudson and Kaplan 1985). For loci that demonstrated
evidence of recombination, the whole locus was divided into non-recombining segments
using the algorithm of Hudson and Kaplan (1985), and only a single non-recombining
segment of each locus was inputted into IM. To avoid introducing any bias into our
analysis, we calculated the number of polymorphic sites using DnaSP and compared the
ratio of polymorphic sites to the length of the whole or segment. We then chose the nonrecombining segment of each locus with the ratio closest to the whole alignment ratio for
inclusion in the IM input. The model of molecular evolution employed for all loci was
the infinite sites model (Kimura 1969), except for the mitochondrial sequence for which
we used the Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano (HKY) model of evolution (Hasegawa et al. 1985).
We used an inheritance scalar of 1.00 for all nuclear diploid loci, and a 0.75 scalar for the
X-linked locus, and 0.25 for both Y-chromosomal and mitochondrial sequences.
Two input files were created: one file included all 19 loci and another included
only those loci least likely to have experienced balancing selection based on biological
function, previous studies in other species, and our set of empirical tests. Both input files
were executed using 10 Metropolis-coupled chains with a 300,000 step burn-in followed
by 20 million iterations of the Markov chain. The values of the output were subsequently
converted to values of effective population size (Ne), population migration rate (2Nm),

-----

-------~----

---
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and time in years since divergence using an average (geometric mean) per gene mutation
rate which was estimated using Homo sapiens as an outgroup. We used 25 million years
as the divergence time between human and macaque and a generation time of 6.5 years
for macaques (Gibbs et al. 2007; Hernandez et al. 2007).
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RESULTS
In this study, we generated 86 haplotypes of M mulatta and 99 haplotypes of M
fascicularis through the sequencing of five genes. In addition, our total analysis of 19

genes included 440 M mulatta haplotypes and 376M fascicularis haplotypes. This total
of 12.5 kb of DNA sequence included 1,028 variable sites (Table 2).
Phylogenetic Analysis

Gene genealogies were categorized as monophyletic or paraphyletic based on
their topologies (Figure 2). As previously published, the mitochondrial genealogy is
reciprocally monophyletic (Melnick and Hoelzer 1992; Morales and Melnick 1998; Tosi
et al. 2002).

Only b2m shows M fascicularis as monophyletic with M. mulatta as

paraphyletic, with some M mulatta individuals having shared variation with M
fascicularis. Six loci (mhcg, 3kgg, rlc2, nry, ttr and irbp) show M mulatta as

monophyletic and M fascicularis as paraphyletic, with some M fascicularis individuals
having shared variation with M mulatta. Included in this is nry which has previously
been reported as having a genealogy that indicates M fascicularis individuals are more
closely related toM mulatta individuals than other members of their own species (Tosi et
al. 2000, 2002; Tosi et al. 2003a). In total, both species are reciprocally paraphyletic at
eleven loci (abo, nbpf, cc/2, c4, mhca, apoe, slc25a5, nrampl, dpbl, ccr5 and a.fp)
suggesting reciprocal shared variation. The incongruence of gene trees to species trees
indicates recent divergence, gene flow in the present or past, or balancing selection.
Testing for Selective Neutrality

Five loci (3kgg, apoe, ccr5, irbp, and rlc2) had high dN/dS ratios suggesting
positive selection could be acting in these genes. This deviation from neutrality may
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into L\.1 (•<e Melhods) and tb< reduced number of polymorphism; (indicaled by •). Accession numbeB (sotm:"' below) as weD as sample type. either wild cau~t wilb knowu ~FOphic ori~in or from primate research cenlers (PRC) wilb some
sampl.. of known toFO hie ori in. are indicated.
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14 AY2243J2-47.-17·507
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affect the results of the demographic estimates of the IM simulation. The Tajima's D test
indicated that none of the loci studied here have significantly positive deviations from
expected neutrality, indicating balancing selection. However, two loci (my and mhcg)
had significantly negative Tajima's D values suggesting either a selective sweep at these
loci or recent population growth (Table 3). The Ewens-Watterson-Slatkin homozygosity
test revealed four loci (apoe, c4, irbp, and rlc2) with lower than expected homozygosity,
which could be an indicator of balancing selection. Ten loci had been previously shown
to be involved in immune response (3kgg, b2m, c4, cc/2, ccr5, dpbl, mhca, mhcg,

nrampl, and rlc2) and as a result, could potentially be under balancing selection (Chen et
al. 1997; Marcon et al. 1997; Doxiadis et al. 1998; Deinard et al. 2002; Tosi et al. 2003b;
Doxiadis et al. 2006; Weiler et al. 2006; Wright et al. unpublished). At least four loci

(abo, ccr5, mhca, mhcg) had been previously shown to be under balancing selection in
other species (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003).
Because the results of these tests were not consistent in identifying the role of
balancing selection in these loci, we performed an IM analysis including all sequences
from our dataset. We then performed a second IM analysis using a subset of genes where
balancing selection was not likely, taking into account selection tests, phylogenetic
topology, biological function, and previous studies. In this subset analysis, we excluded
11loci (3kgg, abo, b2m, c4, cc/2, ccr5, dpbl, mhca, mhcg, nbpf, and rlc2).

1M analysis
Two pairwise comparisons of M mulatto and M fascicularis were implemented
using the IM program and the resulting marginal posterior probability distributions are
shown in Figure 3. The peaks of the six parameter values for both comparisons were

TABLE J. Te!U of Balaucing Selection. Provided in this table is infOilllatiOD about the fuuctioaal role of each geae, !NidS ratio, mulh ofTIJima's D• and Ewens-WattmOD-Slatkin• rem along \\ith p-l'llues for each gene
for each species. Those gene IWIIfS \\'hicb RpreseDt gftltS which bal't beet shown in prior mmch to be Ulld« balancing seltcti011 art bolded and those biological functions that are invoved in immunity (implicated to be
undfJ
art bolded.
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AFP
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0
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confined to fairly narrow ranges. Multiple independent IM analyses using different
random seed input values converged on the same marginal posterior distributions. The
results of each pairwise comparison are discussed below. Published estimates for
effective population size of M mulatto are near 260,000 individuals, however, there are
no recent estimates of M fascicularis effective population size (Hernandez et al. 2007).
The divergence time between these two species is expected to be anywhere from 2-2.5
million years ago (Morales and Melnick 1998; Hernandez et al. 2007).

Full dataset results - The relative maximum-likelihood effective population
estimates for M mulatto, M fascicularis, and their ancestral population described a small
ancestral population size (136,000 individuals) relative to the two extant populations
with M fascicularis having the largest effective population size of 262,000 and M

mulatto having an intermediate size of 164,000 (Fig 3a). The migration parameters
revealed an asymmetrical pattern of gene flow with the m 1 peak representing gene flow
from M fascicularis to M mulatto having a sharp peak (2N 1m1=0.066) with a 95%
distribution from 0.01 to 0.89 (Fig 3b). The m2 parameter representing gene flow from

M mulatto toM fascicularis had a sharp well-defined peak (2N2m2=1.23) with a 95%
peak distribution from 0.44 to 2.88. The marginal posterior probability distribution of the
divergence time parameter revealed a sharp peak at 1.12 million years and a 95% peak
distribution from 0.75 to 4.81 million years. (Fig 3c).

Data subset - The relative maximum-likelihood effective population estimates for
M mulatto, M fascicularis described a similar relative size relationship as the large
dataset with M fascicularis having the largest effective population size of 135,000 and

M mulatto having an intermediate size of 45,700 (Fig 3d). The ancestral population size
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estimate did not reveal a well-defined peak. The migration parameters again revealed an
asymmetrical pattern of gene flow with the m 1 peak representing gene flow from M

fascicularis to M mulatta having a sharp peak (2N 1m 1=0.03) with a 95% peak
distribution from 0 to 0.54. (Fig 3e). The m2 parameter representing gene flow from M

mulatta toM fascicu/aris had a sharp well-defmed peak (2N2m2=1.62) with a 95% peak
distribution from 0.32 to 3.68. The marginal posterior probability distribution of the
divergence time parameter revealed an incomplete peak (Fig 3f).
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FIGURE 3. IM results from all19 genes (A-C) and subset of genes not found to be
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{C,F) with m 1 representing gene flow from M fascicularis into M mulatta and m2
representing gene flow from M mulatta into Mfascicularis.
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DISCUSSION
In this study of 19 loci, we confirmed gene flow from M mulatta to M

fascicularis. Overall, this study revealed strong evidence of gene flow from M mulatta
into M fascicularis suggesting that these species have produced hybrids in the wild and
have experienced introgression at some loci since their divergence. The phylogenetic
analysis revealed 5 additional nuclear loci with a paraphyletic genealogy of M

fascicularis similar to that previously noted on the Y -chromosome. This suggests that
introgression is not simply localized to the Y-chromosome, but is a genome-wide event.
The tests for balancing selection provided evidence for a bias in published data available
between these two species towards loci involved in immunity that are expected to be
influenced by selection for balanced polymorphisms. The results of the IM analysis
clearly reject the null model of speciation with no gene flow, and support gene flow in
the direction of M mulatta into Mfascicularis. Under the assumption that divergence of
these two species occurred between 1.94 - 2.5 million years ago (Morales and Melnick
1998; Hernandez et al. 2007), our estimated 1 million years of divergence is compatible
with complex patterns of divergence between the two species.
Although evidence of potential gene flow between these two species has been
shown in the past, this study is novel in doing so on a genomic scale, including nuclear
and X-linked sequences.

This study also incorporates a model that excludes the

alternative explanations of residual variation due to a long lineage sorting period and the
action of balancing selection causing the patterns of shared variation. Tosi et al. (2002)
first published evidence of this potential gene flow in the form of shared variation. They
ruled out a long lineage sorting period by a comparison with mitochondrial sequences
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which sort out faster due to the sex-biased dispersal of the males in this genus. However
they did not test this directly by attempting to fit it to a null model. In a gene-by-gene
analysis, we were able to show that the Y-chromosome has a well defmed peak of gene
flow in the direction expected (2N2m2=2.13, data not shown). To show that the Ychromosome is not the only sequence responsible for the pattern of the whole dataset, we
removed only this gene and did a subset analysis which yielded similar results, with
overlapping distributions (2N2m2=0.95, data not shown).
The possible role for balancing selection

A recent analysis of these two species looked specifically at MHC alleles and
showed extensive sharing of alleles never before seen in primate species (Doxiadis et al.
2006). Several of the genes analyzed in that dataset were included in the full dataset
analysis performed here. However, due to strong evidence of balancing selection on
these genes in humans (Garrigan and Hedrick 2003), they were excluded in a subsequent
analysis. Comparison of the migration estimate from these two analyses indicates these
genes did not strongly affect the migration peak. In a gene-by-gene analysis (data not
shown), only the genes dpbl and mhca displayed a pattern slightly similar to the dataset
as a whole, with non-zero peaks that were not well defined having incomplete
distributions.

Interestingly, mhcg and abo in a gene-by-gene analysis showed

symmetrical migration patterns consistent with transspecies polymorphism. This result
suggests that the IM gene-by-gene analysis may be a possible future test for balancing
selection as this pattern is consistent with balancing selection.
Both species analyzed here are important for primate research in a variety of
fields, including pharmaceutical studies which develop drugs aimed at human health. It
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is not surprising then, that most datasets available through GenBank that have sequence
data available on multiple individuals within a species target genes involved in immune
response (Deinard and Smith 2001). One consequence of this is that there is a bias in
available data towards genes potentially under balancing selection. While such studies
are important for their impact on human health, this methodology introduces bias (Table
3). Therefore, there need to be studies that investigate neutral genes on a population level
as well to allow future population genetic analyses of these species.
The differences between the full dataset and the subset dataset were most likely due
to less data in the second dataset. This reduction in the amount of information may have
required longer chains to converge on narrow estimates for demographic parameters.
The IM software simultaneously estimates six demographic parameters, thus estimation
of all parameters accurately requires more data.

This inability to estimate some

parameters was seen in both the divergence time estimate and the ancestral population
size estimate (as seen in Fig. 3), neither of which converged in the second dataset with
the same chain length as the whole dataset. In addition, there are noticeable differences
in the population size estimates between the two runs. The first dataset values are the
same order of magnitude as previously reported values, suggesting the second dataset is
an inaccurate underestimate.

This underestimation could be due to the inability to

converge on a divergence time, leading to inaccurate population size estimates.
Similarly, this could be a function of the genes in the second dataset perhaps being more
conserved leading to smaller population size estimates.

Despite this discrepancy,

however, the relative migration rates between the two datasets are the same, with
overlapping probability distributions, suggesting that the evidence for gene flow between
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the two species is well supported. The second m 2 posterior distribution is notably broader
than the full dataset m2 distribution, suggesting again that this smaller dataset requires a
longer Markov chain.
Despite the anticipation that these 11 genes were under balancing selection, only
one test performed was able to significantly detect selection.

Furthermore, it only

detected potential balancing selection in four genes (Table 3). Although only four genes
were implicated as being under balancing selection, it is possible that the remaining 7 loci
excluded could have altered the demographic parameter estimates, despite not having
detectable evidence of balancing selection based on our tests. It is interesting to note that
should these genes actually be under balancing selection, the IM program is robust to
their use in this study in detecting gene flow.

Considerations for the foture ofprimate research
Researchers have confirmed increased genetic diversity in Indochinese M

fascicularis (the region of detectable introgression), which could be attributed to the
demonstrated contribution of alleles from neighboring M mulatta populations (Smith et
al. 2007). Evidence of hybridization shown conclusively in this study to be a genomewide phenomenon could mean that experimental response of Indochinese M fascicularis
is not always independent of Chinese M mulatta. The results of these experiments can
therefore be confounded when both groups are used. Evidence of these two species
exchanging genes has called into question the species designation of these two species
(Fooden 1964; Hamada et al. 2006). However, these species have well-defmed
differences in morphology, disease resistance and distinct dispersion patterns (Fooden
1976; Abegg and Thierry 2002; El Mubarak et al. 2007). Regardless of their species
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status, geography should be considered when designing experiments comparing the
response of different geographic populations independently (Williams-Blangero et al.
2002).
Studies within both species have demonstrated that variations in different
geographic populations explain variations in experimental response. Within M mulatto,
Chinese-derived populations have been shown to be more resistant to Simian
Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) than Indian-derived populations (Ling et a/. 2002;
Reimann et a/. 2005). Further CBC and serum chemistry differences have also been
demonstrated between M fascicularis populations (Champoux et al. 1996; Clarke and
O'Neil 1999; Drevon-Gaillot et al. 2006). Within M fascicularis, Indochinese derived
samples have been shown to be more aggressive than their Island population counterparts
(Brent and Veira 2002). Furthermore, differences in virulence of Plasmodium pathogens
have been demonstrated in Philippine versus Malayan populations (Schmidt et a/. 1977;
Migot-Nabias et a/. 1999). Differences in behavioral and immune response between
populations of both species necessitate the determination of geographic source population
prior to planning experiments.
As a result of this geographic variation, primate centers should be better aware of
the geographic origin of the primates in their facilities. Doxiadis et al. (2006) attempted
to discern the geographic origin of primate center individuals from mitochondrial
sequence. Unfortunately, an unintentional consequence of preserving genetic diversity
and overall fitness within a primate center is that individual matings are to those most
distantly related often blurring evidence of genetic origin (Williams-Blangero et al.
2002). Although this serves its purpose in sustaining a captive population, it makes the
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genetic inference of geographic origin of the whole genome nearly impossible. For this
reason, it is imperative that future studies on macaques use wild caught samples where
geographic origin is clearly known (e.g. (Melnick and Hoelzer 1992; Morales and
Melnick 1998; Evans et al. 1999; Tosi et al. 1999, 2000; Evans et al. 2001; Tosi et al.
2002; Tosi et al. 2003a; Tosi et al. 2003b). In fact, in this study, we were able to show
that when looking only at wild caught samples, the migration estimate was much smaller
(2N2m2=0.303, data not shown) than when genetic sequences of primate center samples
were included. Of course, this result could be due to either inflation of migration rates in
primate samples or a simple artifact of the genes sequenced in wild individuals having
lower overall rates of migration.
What is the geographic extent to introgression?

As discussed above, the introgression reported in this study is expected to be
limited in its penetration into the geographic range of M fascicularis. When all samples
where geographic origin was known and individuals north of the Isthmus of Kra were
excluded, our analysis yielded a migration estimate near zero (2N2m2=0.014, data not
shown) suggesting further that detection of migration beyond this barrier is rare. Past
researchers have attributed this observation to a recent hybridization event {Tosi et al.
2002, 2003b). Future studies should aim to date the ongoing introgression between these
species to determine the cause of hybridization.
There are several reasons why this previously observed limited spread may not be
evidence of recent introgression, but may be due to other barriers to gene flow.

The

region of introgression (as outlined in Figure l) has been demonstrated in several studies
to be limited by the geographical barrier at the Isthmus of Kra (Tosi et al. 2002; Hamada
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et al. 2006; Tosi and Coke 2007). In addition to this geographic barrier to gene flow,
there is strong support of population substructure of the Y-chromosome within the M
fascicularis range (Tosi and Coke 2007).

Based on the existence of several M

fascicularis subspecies and the island separation of many populations of M fascicularis,

it is highly likely that this population subdivision extends across the genome (Fooden
1976). Both ofthese limiting factors to gene flow may be responsible for the existence of
a small geographic region of detectable Y-chromosomal gene flow.
This study opens up new avenues of research in these already model species of
macaques to further examine this hybridization event, its origin and its geographic extent.
The ability of genes to be exchanged is expected to differ across the genome with some
genes migrating more readily than others.

Therefore future studies should test the

genomic extent of introgression in samples across the geographic range of M fascicularis
to determine if differential gene migration is occurring in these species. Having the
whole genome of M mulatta available and many genes sequenced in M fascicularis
allows us to address this question on a larger scale. The development of multilocus
population level datasets from wild samples would yield useful results into the evolution
of these primate species.
As hybridization and reticulate evolution are shown to be increasingly prevalent
in the evolution of primates, the development of a model primate system for studying
hybridization can offer insights into our own evolutionary history (Arnold and Meyer
2006). Already the macaque genome has been shown to enhance our understanding of
human-chimp divergence (Gibbs et al. 2007; Harris et al. 2007). With recent research
showing that hybridization may have occurred between humans and chimps throughout
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their divergence (Patterson et al. 2006), this system provides a good framework for
guiding research on hybridization in primates.
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APPENDIX A. List of primers used to amplify additional genes in this study.
Gene
F-primer
R-primer
J\FP
5'-CACCACTGCCAATAACAAAATAAC-3' 5'-CTGCAGTACATTGGTAAGAATCCA-3'
5'-GGTCGCTTTTGGGATTACCT-3'
5'-CTTCAACTCCTTCATGGTCTCATC-3'
APOE
5'-CCAAAGATTCAGGTTTACTCACG-3' 5'-CCATGATGCTGCTTACATGTCT-3'
B2M
SLC25A55'-CACTGCAGATAAGCAATACAAAGG-3' 5'-CATCATGCGGCGGCGAACAGTA-3'

TTR

5'-CCTCGCTGGACTGGTATTTG-3'

5'-GACCATCAGAGGACACTTGGATT-3'

